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1- Reading Comprehension:(20 marks) 

A- Read the following passage and then answer the questions below 

 The UAE is one of the most beautiful countries in the world. It Arabian Gulf 

and the Gulf of Oman. The capital of the UAE is Abu Dhabi. It produces a lot of oil 

and exports it to many European countries and the USA. The weather of the UAE is 

usually very  hot in summer and mild in winter. 

 The working week in the UAE starts on Sunday morning. Work in most 

offices ends on Thursday afternoon. Shops open on Friday and Saturday. Banks don't 

open on Friday. 

 Work in offices starts at 8.00 a.m and ends at 2.00 p.m Work in shops starts at 

9.00 a.m and ends at 10.00 p.m Banks open at 8.00 a.m and close at 2.00 p.m. 

A-Complete the following table the UAE: (4 marks) 

Country Lies on Capital Export Shops open on 

The UAE 

 

……… ………. ………. ……………….. 

  

B- Mark with a tick (√)  or an  (×) next each sentence: (3 marks) 

1-The working week in the UAE starts on Friday.          (           ) 

2- The UAE exports oil to Europe and the USA.            (            ) 

3- Banks open on Friday in the UAE.                             (            ) 

 

C- Choos the correct answer frome a, b, c, or d :                   (3 marks) 

1- The weather of the UAE is usually very   ………….. in summer 

a- cold   b- hot   c- mild   d- windy 

2- Work most offices ends on…………… afternoon. 

a-Thursda  b-Saturday   c- Wednesday           d- Monday 

3- Banks close at…………. in the UAE. 

a- 5pm           b-3pm             c- 4pm             d-2pm 

2- Vocabulary (10 marks) 

 

 

1- Women and girls are [males-Females- children]. 

2- Children become [teenager-baby- adult] at the age of 18.  

3- I like to hear the Sheikh speak Because he speaks so [eloquently- silently- loud]. 

4- Diligent means [lazy-hard-easy]working. 

5- [A teenager- A baby- A child] is between zero and two years old. 

6- We would like to [top-pet-vote] to Rashid. 

7-Do you like to ride my [plane-train-moped]?. 
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 8- Boys and men are [males-Females- children]. 

9- At the age of 13 in the UK children can [deliver-ride-top] news paper. 

10- The  opposite of knowledgeable is[ ignorant- female- adult]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3- Grammar(10 marks) 

 

Choose the correct  word :- 

 

1- There[ is- are- was] clouds in the sky. 

2- I want to [ do- is - be] a doctor. 

3- He can't [ drive - to drive - driving] a car. 

4- The capital is [ in-on- for] the coast. 

5- Rashid lives [in-on-at] Dubai. 

6- Hamad is the[ age same- the same age- same age] as Ahmad. 

7- Peter is[France -French - England] He lives in pairs. 

8- Where[ do-doing- dose] your Father do? He is an engineer. 

9- Salim[ work-works-working] in a bank in Fujairah. 

10-You [can see- cans see- can saw] mountains in the center of china. 
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4-Writing(10 marks) 

 

A- Fill in the missing letters:- 

1- Arte f.cts are things made by people. 

2- Ramadan teach us pat.ence. 

3- Shafi was a leg . l scholar. 

5- Read the following and Write about your self country:    

 

My name is Omar. I'm fifteen years old. I come from Egypt. It is large country in 

the North of Africa. The capital of Egypt is Cairo. Cairo is in the North of Egypt. 

Egypt is quit hot in summer and quit cold in Winter. You can see many beautiful 

places in Egypt. I live in a city called Alexandria. It is in the West northern of Egypt. 

It is on the sea. 

 

 My name is ……………………………………………………………    

…………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………

……… 

 

 

 

 

 (Good luck) 
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